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1. What about patrons who don't have a library card and can't log in to Primo to see all the 

results? Is there an option to disable that feature? 

 

ExL— Signing in is essential to other functions in Primo; for example, fulfillment availability. But 

in this case, the rest of the troubleshooting steps will be the same. Generally, patrons will be 

able to search and see the resources without logging in. Access, requesting, etc., is defined by 

their patron settings (which need a login). 

 

 

2. So what does the "Get PDF" do, and why is it displaying? 

 

ExL—The CDI Quicklinks feature enables you to embed links to the PDF and HTML full text 

directly into the brief display in Primo and Primo VE to provide a convenient and quick way for 

users to access full text from CDI with a single click. 

 

 

3. Is it possible to suppress the article from the discovery layer if the library doesn't 

subscribe to the journal? The journal wasn't activated, but we saw the article in the 

search. 

 

ExL—Articles in non-subscribed resources will show in Expand My Results, because this search 

is unfiltered by availability. The journal may also be included in multiple collections … some of 

which may be available, while others are not. 

 

 

4. In that case, how can the user request an interlibrary loan … for example, is there a form 

you can add? 

 

ExL—Yes, you can add a blank ILL form in the top links bar, or as a link in the Primo record view. 

 

 

5. Is there documentation on how to change the verbiage for "Sign in to get complete results 

and to request items -> Sign In" in Primo? Is that considered a Label? 

 

ExL – Yes, this is a Primo label. 

 

 

6. Is there a decision matrix anywhere to help troubleshoot linking problems? 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/Primo/New_Primo_User_Interface/Additional_Features_for_the_New_UI/Quicklinks_in_Primo_and_Primo_VE
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/Primo_VE_(English)/050Display_Configuration/030Configuring_Display_Labels_for_Primo_VE
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ExL – This document we discussed during the session may help you: What Are the Common 

Causes of Full Text Linking Problems, and How Can Linking Be Improved? 

 

 

7. Can you explain the difference when turning on your proxy at different levels? 

 

ExL—[Note: This answer assumes your institution uses a proxy for patrons to access resources 

when the patrons are outside of the institution's network/IP-range.]  1. Not all institutions do 

this, but if you want to make the collection discoverable in Primo or Summon (so that the 

collection itself can appear as a search result), then you'll want to activate (and select) your 

proxy at the Collection level. 2. You definitely should activate and select your proxy at the 

Collection's Service level, which will make all the full-text resources within that collection (titles 

and citation-level resources) accessible to those logged in to the proxy. 3. Each portfolio within 

a collection will inherit the proxy setting from the Collection's Service-level setting, unless you 

override it on the individual Portfolio Editor pages. 

 

 

8. How long for the proxy to take effect? 

 

ExL—Within a few minutes. 

 

 

9. What is the difference between a static and dynamic url? 

 

ExL—A static URL to a resource doesn't change. A dynamic URL relies on particular parameters, 

for example ISSN. 

 

10. Regarding deactivating resources - how can we be sure we've successfully deactivated an 

individual portfolio and made it so that it no longer displays in discovery? How long does 

it typically take for the record to be suppressed? 

 

ExL—If the deactivated portfolio is the only resource that has (for example) a particular 

citation, then it can take 24 to 48 hours before the citation is suppressed. During those hours, 

however, the citation should indicate "No Online Access." On the other hand, if the citation is 

still available from some other portfolio, then the citation will still appear, but it won't display 

the link to online access from the deactivated resource. 

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/What_Are_the_Common_Causes_of_Full_Text_Linking_Problems%2C_and_How_Can_Linking_Be_Improved
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/What_Are_the_Common_Causes_of_Full_Text_Linking_Problems%2C_and_How_Can_Linking_Be_Improved
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/02_What's_New_Videos_2015/10_March_2015_Release/Dynamic_URL_for_Electronic_Collection
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11. The problem with the Portfolio Loader is that title lists received from the publisher isn't 

necessarily the ISBN's there are in ALMA KB. 

 

ExL—You can download the entire portfolio list from the collection as an Excel file, use one of 

the Excel LOOKUP functions to find titles on the publisher's list by matching to some other field 

(title, etc.) or look up titles manually, remove the titles you didn't purchase, and then re-upload 

the original Excel file. 

 

 

12. [Comment, not a question] Suppression is discovery does not work the same in Primo VE 

as in Primo. In Primo VE, there isn't any automatic suppression. The Alma title record 

must be manually suppressed if you use VE and you must check to see if the portfolio has 

any related portfolios using the same bib. I filed a support case and asked Support to 

address this with YOU in particular because of this training. 

 

 

13. If you have customized local coverage, does the portfolio loader used to update the 

existing portfolios wipe out the local coverage? 

 

ExL—Yes, if the file loaded with the portfolio loader has data in the coverage fields, they will 

overwrite any local coverage data currently in that portfolio. 

 

 

14. When activating a collection and set the deactivating date, I sometimes find that the 

journals are still found in primo with journals name but not the full text. Is that not the 

way to use? If you want the journals just to be deactivated and not shown, is it better to 

delete the whole collection? Often used when you have a trial. 

 

ExL—It could be that the journal is available from another collection. It could be there is an A&I 

citation for the journal. It could be within the 24-48 hour delay. Or it might be something else 

that will require contacting the Support Team. 

 

 

15. It seems like when I used the portfolio loader and the records didn't exist it made 

something like its own brief record and portfolio since I had the URL. 

 

ExL—Yes, that is expected behavior. 
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16. On this page, when using the portfolio loader with an Excel file to activate titles in an 

existing Community Zone collection, is it possible to prevent the system from creating a 

local portfolio when no match exists between a title in the Excel file and the Community 

Zone collection? 

 

ExL—It is not possible to automatically prevent the creation of local portfolios in this scenario. 

 

 

17. [When Kevin was discussing submitting an IDEA to ask Ex Libris to contact a provider to 

get citation information for the CDI] Why is that considered an IDEA? And you have to ask 

for it in development. That seems like it should be added quickly. 

 

ExL—There is a long list of providers and content that the Ex Libris Content Team is working to 

bring into the CDI. By submitting and voting on Ideas, the wider Alma community can influence 

the priorities of the Content Team. 

 

[Follow-up from another attendee] If ERIC is a CZ collection (which it is), and has CDI 

records (which it does)...isn't that an update request rather than adding a completely new 

journal? 

 

[Follow-up from another attendee] Doesn't the CDI depend on the metadata provided by 

the publisher/provider? That is, ExL can't resolve the lack of indexing itself but needs the 

provider to send appropriate metadata? 

 

[Follow-up from another attendee] I thought the Idea Exchange was for adding 

content/providers with no representation in the CZ. Once they have a relationship with 

the provider, can't open a case to ask to get content updated? 

 

ExL—Yes, these folks have brought up more detail about the process. If it's just a matter of 

getting updated citation records from a provider that already has an ongoing relationship with 

Ex Libris, then a Support ticket (in the CDI category) would be the way to go. 

 

 

18. For collections that can only link on Journal level we add a public note on collection level: 

Linking directly to the article itself is not always possible -- you have to browse to the 

article yourself from the landing page. This is the expected behavior and not an error. 
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19. [Comment, not a question] This is one of the most helpful pages I have found in all of the 

knowledge center: CDI Tips and Tricks  

 

 

20. About 45 minutes into the session, you showed a search example in Primo which had 

duplicate results for the same title/edition ("Cambridge companion to Homer" I think was 

the title) What about the "exclude cdi ebooks setting", wouldn't that remove the first 

entry from your Primo search? 

 

ExL—It could work for some situations. See this document for how to use – and advantages and 

disadvantages of – that setting. 

 

[Follow-up from another attendee] If you check exclude cdi ebooks to try to get rid of 

book chapters like "Front matter" the CDI for collection has quote, "A CDI Search profile in 

your institution has the 'Exclude CDI eBooks' setting active. This settings will exclude all 

ebooks from CDI, but book chapters and book reviews will still be included." 

 

 

21. Is there a guide for submitting a case when there is a mismatch between CDI metadata 

and where the links take you? 

 

ExL—The Knowledge Article we mentioned is probably the best guide for your situation: How 

To Report Full Text Linking and Availability Problems to Support 

 

 

 

ExL—[Comment, not an answer] During the first of the two Troubleshooting Discovery sessions, 

there was a great chat conversation going on between some attendees about accessing 

resources that require a username and password. If you want to continue that discussion, or if 

you have further questions about how other institutions are dealing with that situation, we 

recommend posting a message to the Alma or Primo listservs.  

 

 


